Students get 25 percent off gold apparel at Bookstore

UCF has campus psych shortage
Budget cuts hinder hiring health workers

WASHINGTON, D.C.

UCF has about half the number of psychiatrists, psychologists and mental health workers recommended for a campus its size.

University officials said recent budget cuts have put a strain on the hiring of these much-needed mental health professionals for the Counseling Center and for Health Services.

The security task force, presented in April, urged that Health Services hire more psychiatrists and psychologists. The Task Force on Student Psychiatric Health and more mental health counselors.

The task force recommended hiring one psychia- trist and one psychologist for the 2007-08 school year; and recommended hiring eight counselors, in addition to the 15 currently on staff, for the 2008-09 school year.

UCF, however, has hired only one more worker. University officials said there is an anticipated, continuing 3.4 percent in recurring general revenue. If implemented, the university could lose about $1.4 million in state funds.

The International Associa- tion of Counseling Services, the organization under which the UCF Counseling Center is accredited, recommended that university officials hire two more counselors, and two more psychiatrists and psychologists.
Getting into the spirit of HALLOWEEN

Students; faculty make scary day fun

AHAMAD BASS

At first glance, the UCF campus was so lively that any other Wednesday looked like a ghost town. However, this Wednesday's campus was full of wonderful decorations, people, and a book sale. The book sale was held by the UCF Student Government. The book sale was a huge hit. Many students were able to buy some of their favorite books for a great price. The book sale was held on the Student Union lower level from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. The book sale was organized by Student Government Senator, Ahmad Ali. The book sale was a huge success. Many students were able to find great deals on their favorite books. The book sale was a great way for students to save money on their textbooks. The book sale was a great way for the Student Government to raise money for future student events.

Correction

In Wednesday’s article, “A global society...center stage”, the future major was incorrectly mentioned as “Gerald-Mark Brown’s name.” The article should have read: "Gerald-Mark Brown’s name."
Propositions call for graduate housing

LAMA OULE

A new proposal in the works to make the UCF campus the new backyard for graduate students. The student-led proposal seeks to address the fact that UCF currently has no designated housing for its graduate students. The proposal’s purveyors say it’s the next logical step for UCF graduate students and would help build a community with their peers.

“I do believe the convenience of living on campus is something to be considered and being surrounded by other students who have the same background as you is,” said Alexander Hamilton, a faculty member at the Burnett Asstinations Housing Council.

Hamilton said he submitted the proposal to the department of housing and revealed it to the university after deciding to make it public.

In this case, “Quality students build a stronger community for research, and strong research infrastructure draws the better quality professors. It’s in those sense that teach undergraduate classes. Thus, making an effort to enroll students means providing a better education for all students in the university,” Hamilton said.

The proposal calls for a new dormitory, one of the ‘Four Villages’ being designed for graduate students who would be a stepping stone, starting off with about 75 residents.

“The floor would also be offered to upperclassmen to support full occupancy, but the focus would be on graduate students who are looking for on-campus housing. They hope is that we will be able to fill it up to show that graduate housing is a viable option,” Hamilton said.

The final goal goes beyond the Towers in the Cypress student community dedicated to graduate students.

“I see this as a step forward in that process,” Hamilton said. “We have to be able to show that the demand is there before millions of dollars can be spent on it,”

This new community would help graduate students find more in the university life than they might seek in their homes.

“It might be a better option for out-of-state students who want to be connected to the university,” said Ronald Hamilton, a graduate interdisciplinary student.

Hinchman said he thought it would be a good idea for international students who might not deal with the year-long issues of off-campus non-affiliated housing.

Karen Lagos, a communications and information studies graduate student, said she regards it as a good idea in theory but pointed out that graduate students aren’t typical college kids. She said they are simply adults who happen to be focused outside of a home, such as careers and families.

“We and my friends aren’t going to move to UCF,” Lagos said.

“Sure the desire to move to a family home and don’t this means that this would benefit her or grad students,” she said.

End students have their hands full in the Admissions and Orientation office as well. Other students, such as those from the Latin American and Caribbean student organization, also say the proposal is a good idea.

“Sometimes it’s a good idea,” Center said. “Graduate students are here and focused on their education, so they care about the graduate environment.”

“I think it’s a good idea,” Center said. “Graduate students need to be focused on their education, so they care about the graduate environment.”

UCF’s planning and capital management faculty member, said the proposal would also offer the opportunity to graduate students to live in a more structured environment, such as a dormitory.

“Graduate housing would be a win-win situation for both the university and the graduate students,” he said. The proposal would also allow the university to become a greater research institution, he said, and he said that investing in

LIVING ON CAMPUS

UCF

UCF graduate students
500 graduate students
13,000 graduate students
UCF criminal justice and physical fitness
department chair Jeff Gould said he wants to make UCF a No. 1 university.

“How many of you have $5,000 in cash right now? I ask you right now?” Gould said at the Burnett Honors College event titled “How to Get Out of a Speeding Ticket and Not Get To Jail.”

No hand is in the room went up.

“$5,000 is the minimum attorney fee for a court appearance if you're arrested,” Gould said.

Gould added to the National Law Enforcement Memorial and Museum and on the boards of both the Federal Drug Enforcement Foundation and the Federal Homeland Security Foundation.

Gould spoke to students Tuesday about steps to follow when they are pulled over and tips to prevent them from getting a speeding ticket, or worse, going to jail.

Albin Wong, dean of the Burnett Honors College, was in attendance and provided lunch for the honored students at the workshop. Wong noted that he was surprised when he pulled over the number of graduate students who most need it.

Income caps are used to ensure housing is affordable for the best graduate students, according to Hamilton. Income caps are expected to be about the same.

“People can get excited when they get to go home,” he said. “That’s where they’re taught the drugs and that number is expected to increase over the coming years.”

As of fall 2007, UCF had 350 graduate students, and that number is expected to rise to 1,500. An average of about 75 residents.

At PIU, Rogers Hall, Ragan Hall and Adriano Village consist of graduate housing apart ment buildings which comprise over 240 graduate student units, with an additional 300 graduate student units.

With a graduate population of at least 3,000, UPI has five different villages for grad­uate and family housing. A few of the UI communities also have income caps to help ensure that housing is available to the students who need it.

Hamilton said when incouniare graduate students can be offered housing, UPI will become a high contender for the “best-quality graduate students.”

“If UCF wants to compete for the best graduate students, we have to be able to compete on all levels,” Gould said. 

“Graduate housing is a big area that is lacking.”


How to get out of a ticket, jail

AMANDA ZIE

A total of 134 speeding tickets have been issued by the UCF Police Depart­ment this school year.

UCF criminal justice and physical fitness department chair Jeff Gould said he wants to make UCF a No. 1 university.

“How many of you have $5,000 in cash right now? I ask you right now?” Gould said at the Burnett Honors College event titled “How to Get Out of a Speeding Ticket and Not Get To Jail.”

No hand is in the room went up.

“$5,000 is the minimum attorney fee for a court appearance if you're arrested,” Gould said.

Gould added to the National Law Enforcement Memorial and Museum and on the boards of both the Federal Drug Enforcement Foundation and the Federal Homeland Security Foundation.

Gould spoke to students Tuesday about steps to follow when they are pulled over and tips to prevent them from getting a speeding ticket, or worse, going to jail.

Albin Wong, dean of the Burnett Honors College, was in attendance and provided lunch for the honored students at the workshop. Wong noted that he was surprised when he pulled over the number of graduate students who most need it.

Income caps are used to ensure housing is affordable for the best graduate students, according to Hamilton. Income caps are expected to be about the same.

“People can get excited when they get to go home,” he said. “That’s where they’re taught the drugs and that number is expected to increase over the coming years.”

As of fall 2007, UCF had 350 graduate students, and that number is expected to rise to 1,500. An average of about 75 residents.

At PIU, Rogers Hall, Ragan Hall and Adriano Village consist of graduate housing apart ment buildings which comprise over 240 graduate student units, with an additional 300 graduate student units.

With a graduate population of at least 3,000, UPI has five different villages for grad­uate and family housing. A few of the UI communities also have income caps to help ensure that housing is available to the students who need it.
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“Graduate housing is a big area that is lacking.”

A man who injured himself due to a house fire suffered burns to his hands in Blakely, Ga. The man's identity was released to the media Wednesday.


to continue its growth and deliver results for our shareholders, the company will need to focus on Bob as the dominant lender at 327 colleges,
Court crowned at game

UNION IDEA. Dave doesn't think UCF is short on spirit though. "We're already working on helping students get out in spirit," he added.

Delamis said SGA wanted to make sure the students were prepared for the game.

Students will receive a 25 percent discount on all food and drink specials at the Student Union during the game.

"We want to give students a break. It's a great discount," Delamis said.

There are several other events planned for the Homecoming game as well.

Staff

The stands will start at 9:30 a.m. at the intersection of Park Avenue West and Drive and will end right in front of the student union.

After the parade, students can attend the Marlins Basketball team's exhibition game in pages 11-12.

Following basketball, students can enjoy the football team, cheerleaders and the band at the Student Union at 12:30 p.m.

The new stadium will be unveiled in front of the Arena at 12:30 p.m.

The stands have been hidden for white-tom, in anticipation of the game.

As the stands are being unveiled, the parade to the Student Union will begin.

"We're hoping it all flows together," Delamis said.

The Ringling and Queen's 2007 Homecoming Court will be announced at halftime, filling in all the candidates take center stage.

After a week of Homecoming events, students will be able to cheer on their team in the first Homecoming game, starting new traditions for the House Networks Stadium.

Car set on fire at Peg. Point

JENNY ANDREASSON

The State Fire Marshal and the UCF Police Department are investigating a car arson that occurred at Pegasus Pointe Monday night.

A silver Lexus, owned by Greenwald resident Thomas Wares, was parked in front of Building 24 of the apartment complex, according to a UCF PD bipartisan report.

Det. George Holcomb, of the State Fire Marshal's office, said he has several leads, and Ware has not been ruled out as a suspect.

Who owns the entertainment company Liquid Cafe, is not a resident of the complex.

"I was visiting a friend (and police) came in and I don't know if the car had been set on fire," Ware said.

The car was burned so badly that it was deemed a total loss.

Ware said a pouch with important documents, including his passport, was taken from the car before it was set on fire.

Before 8 p.m., the driver's side window of the car was broken and the driver's seat went on fire using a match and a red gas can, the report states.

Three witnesses described the suspect as a man, at about 5 feet 10 inches tall, wearing a gray shirt with a white t-shirt on the back and black pants.

One resident said the car was on fire and used his apartment's fire extinguisher to put it out.

The dashboard and steering column were melted and the front seats were burned.

Holcomb collected several calculations from the defunct accounts and late payments on Ware's Lexus.

Ware said he has no idea who could have done this, and that Police told him someone may have followed him into the apartment complex.

If you have information regarding this incident, please call the UCF Police Department at 3-3800 or UCF Crime Stopper at 3-3939, where you may be eligible for an award.

Donate Plasma! Sometimes a Band-Aid is not enough

Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CASI by donating plasma regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including children, with serious illnesses.

DCI Biologicals 1900 Aafalis Trail Suite 300 Orlando 321-235-9100

* $10 Special-New and Return (not donated in the last 6 months)

Bring this ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation.

www.dciplasma.com

OPERATION FITNESS BOOT CAMP
BLUE FITNESS CONCEPTS

Open Daily

1-877-368-1792
www.bootcampflorida.com

University of Central Florida Area

COURTVALE
407-277-7646
www.merrillcove.com/mccze

13 Sussex Rooms

 exposition in the area.

TownPlace Suites

99 Fully Equipped Suites

321-235-9100
www.merrillcove.com/mccze

Suites

Guest Room Suite

High Speed Internet Access

99 Fully Equipped Suites

Full Cable with Showtime

oudoors Pool and Jacuzzi

Meeting Rooms for up to 40 People

High Speed Internet Access

All 3 locations within 1/2 mile from UCF located on University Blvd!

"The Marriott Way"
PD mistakenly moves rally

The protesters marched through the Union chanting, "End the slavery, spank the King." Protesters handed out flyers to people before setting in front of the Burger King inside the Union. SDS member Stephanie Calabrodo read a speech while SDS members spoke to people waiting in the Burger King line. "It is up to you people to tell the Burger King what you want," Calabrodo said. "Raise the price of tomatoes one cent per pound and double the poverty wages of workers." UCP Police officers asked soon after and told the SDS members that they were not allowed to protest within the Union.

"You can't come into an area where people are eating," Cpl. Erik Lashinsky said. "You have to get permission. We're getting complaints that you're going up and telling people who are trying to eat." SDS members left the Union chanting, "It's up with the workers' rights." Down, down with exploitation," among shouts of "I love Burger King" from people in the Union. The members regrouped.
2nd Annual Florida ART Film Festival
February 1, 2 & 3, 2008
www.acrosstown.org/filmfest.htm

Narrative Judge: Stephen Kay
Documentary Judge: Steve Robitaille
$500 Prize
Best Narrative & Best Documentary
Submission Deadline: November 30, 2007
Categories include shorts & features

12th Annual Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings
Writing the Region
July 23-27, 2008
www.writingtheregion.com

Intensive poetry & fiction workshops,
creative non-fiction, sports writing,
screenwriting, & more.

Faculty includes poets Peter Meinke & Melanie Almeder,
fiction writers Carolyn Haines & Michael Knight,
screenwriter Jamie Pachino, columnist Bill Maxwell,
Scot playwright Margaret McSeveney, & more.

These events funded in part by Alachua County
Tourism Development Tax,
www.visitgainesville.com
the State of Florida, Division of
Cultural Affairs, and the
City of Gainesville.

SAVING YOUR PLACE!
We still have a few
spots left at the newest
place in town!

Jefferson Village

Experience Village Life
Now Leasing for 2008!

- Individual bathrooms
- Designer kitchen furniture
- Washer & dryer
- Covered parking
- Close to campus
- Modern furniture
- Large walk-in closets
- Tandem garage

Power it up!

- Game room with billiards
- Sand volleyball
- Half court basketball
- Resort-style pool
- State-of-the-art fitness facility
- Stand-up tanning

407-277-3422
JEFFERSONVILLAGEUCF.COM

Get a head start on your new year
with our January special
$65/month for 12 months
while space lasts!
For UCF police officer Abbey Horsley, an average night might of work isn’t too far removed from the COPS television series. Unless you count the fact that she works 12-hour shifts and is allergic to caffeine.

Aside from doughnut-eating, the university officer faces a stereotype that often goes neglected by the hyped-up movies and TV shows پیش‌ترین محدودیت‌هایی که باعث شده که این موضوعات در واقعیت رخ ندهد. Horsley laughed while remembering one room search she conducted.

"I don't understand how somebody can have ten plates strewn across the room with dried food and macaroni all over," she said.

"Or used condoms on the carpet. That's a biohazard as far as I'm concerned."

"You know your room says always have a clean pair of underwear? These are the people who wear them? These are the people who always have a clean pair of underwear!"

"You realize you've got to take responsibility when you get to be aware... to take somebody's freedom away, that's a huge deal."

"I came right from college to the academy and right from the academy to my job," she said. "You realize you've got to take responsibility: you've got to be aware... to take somebody's freedom away, that's a huge deal."

"I was supposed to work with Officer Mario Jenkins at the Rosen campus as a community service officer the day he was killed in the line of duty. Sept. 24, 2005."

"He was a great guy and a great officer," Horsley said. "No, it's just hard to believe, you just get a feeling in the pit of your stomach."

"I don't understand how somebody can have ten plates strewn across the room with dried food and macaroni all over," she said.
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We asked, and officer Horsley answered

Q: What is your normal day like?  
A: Officer Abbey Horsley: On normal days, I wake up around 6 or 7 a.m. I eat breakfast and then I go out on the road. I usually pack my lunch so I can just eat intermittently throughout the night. You never get a specific time for breaks. Going from call to call, sometimes you don't get to eat at all. My shift ends at 6 a.m., so I usually go home, wind down and go to bed around 7 or 8 a.m. Then I wake up and do it all over again.

Q: Why are you a police officer?  
A: Some people always have an idea what they want to do. In third grade, the sixth graders came to our class and made books and stories about us. My guy made a story about me being a cop, and it’s always kinda been angled that way. Even all the personality tests, the career tests, everything that I’ve ever taken is always been angled that way. Even all the personality tests, the career tests, everything that I’ve ever taken have always been realistic investigative. I love doing what I do. I love putting on my uniform and going out on the road. I usually pack my lunch so I can just eat intermittently throughout the night. You never get a specific time for breaks. Going from call to call, sometimes you don't get to eat at all.

Q: How is serving a university different than a regular community post?  
A: There are a lot of differences, jurisdiction is the biggest one, but also main clientele. It’s very different because you’re basically gearing your response and how you speak to people by who is in that community. There are a lot of students, a lot of faculty and a lot of people from around the community [at a university].

Q: What are your plans for the future?  
A: My goal has always been to specialize. I like being a patrol officer because it gives me that base that I need, that experience. My goal into moving to violent crimes homicide, drugs and different things like that. So, I’m taking advanced specialized courses to get myself toward that.

Q: What’s your favorite part about being in this type of service?  
A: It’s completely different type of customer service. You see the best in people and you see the worst in people when you go to calls. They’re calling because they need you, because something happened in their lives, and you need to be there as a support system, but you also need to be professional, basically taking the stress and keeping calm and helping them calm. We’re not just bringing out food, you’re handling lives.

Q: How did it feel the first time you pulled your gun?  
A: It was a realization that... in the academy they always told us that every confrontation is an armed confrontation. The first time I pulled my gun, I realized, “OK, I’m really in this.” You’re actually a cop! It was almost surreal. You gotta know when is the best situation to pull your gun, the best situation to use your Taser, your baton, your spray or, usually, just verbal commands.

Q: How did you feel when you learned that Officer Jenkins was killed?  
A: It’s like pulling your gun the first time. It’s surreal. You never think it’s going to happen. It’s almost a denial factor. He was a great guy and a great officer. So it’s just hard to believe you just got a feeling in the pit of your stomach. It makes you realize and respect the people who do go out there everyday and have to handle those calls. You have a lot more respect for everything.
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Knights get prepared for one-win Herd tomorrow

MELISSA HEYBOER

Records don’t matter. They didn’t matter last week, when the UCF Foot­
ball team dropped the Southern Miss Golden Eagles 34-17, and
never really came up with an interruption during the Knights’ 14-13 win over Southern Miss on Sunday. UCF’s first on-campus Homecoming game is set for tomorrow against the Marshall Thundering Herd.

UCF’s goals remain attainable as season enters final month

BRIAN MORPHY

And down the stretch they come. As college football enters the final month of its regular season, Conference USA’s East Division is a bunched-up race, with four teams within a game of fiveplace. After a wild counter-O’Leary
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And down the stretch they come. As college football enters the final month of its regular season, Conference USA’s East Division is a bunched-up race, with four teams within a game of fiveplace. After a wild counter-O’Leary

Men’s soccer falls in overtime

The Knights highly powered the ball to create scoring opportun­
ities, but in the 79th minute, the tactical proved successful.

The Knights’ Mike Mattson prepares to pass in UCF’s 2-1 loss to Southern Miss on Tuesday. Mattson scored the first goal for the Knights in UCF’s 3-2 overtime loss Tuesday.
Orlando — Rashad Lewis says he's on track to play on a matchup in two first-quarter downs, and if that prediction proves true, he could be a valuable addition to the Magic.

Lewis, the former Seattle All-Star who landed a $118 million offshore payday, scored 26 points on 9-for-15 shooting, helped make the Magic look like a legitimate threat for another title run.

Jumblin', the No. 1 overall draft pick from China, had nine points in 25 minutes on 4-for-6 shooting. He sat out several stretches in the game after getting his third and fourth fouls, but showed the same impressive range that has made Lewis so valuable.

"It's big for us, because he draws so much attention down low," Lewis said. "And when we're knocking down 3s, he's left with his man one-on-one.

Lewis probably couldn't be more pleased. "The 6-foot-10-inch forward scored 12 points off four 3-pointers on the floor, leading a Magic 1-point win over the Herd in the third quarter.

"It's important to play well when the other team has a big game, especially a big name," Lewis said. "And when you have a player like that, you can't let a big game happen any week in college football make that seem possible. I'm not saying we're going to make it to the championship game, but it's a big game for us.

Lewis added 18 points on 7-for-10 shooting from the field, including two 3-pointers. He was 6-for-7 from the free throw line and had 12 rebounds.

The Magic hit 40 of 57 shots from the field, 57 percent — the best shooting percentage of the season. They outscored the Herd 129-101.
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Morriss heads Thundering Herd’s athletic offense

The victory over the Owls was a huge step for Marshall, and according to O’Leary, he is the main threat behind the Thundering Herd’s athleticism.

The Knights, however, have been in the last two weeks with the offensive output of former Tech quarterback grease, and the shoulders of someone other than Stoner and according to O’Leary; he is the main threat behind the Thundering Herd’s athleticism.

Thundering Herd’s athleticism. The victory over the Owls was a huge step for Marshall, and according to O’Leary, he is the main threat behind the Thundering Herd’s athleticism.

The Knights, however, have been in the last two weeks with the offensive output of former Tech quarterback grease, and the shoulders of someone other than Stoner and according to O’Leary; he is the main threat behind the Thundering Herd’s athleticism.
Starring Jerry Seinfeld, Renee Zellweger, Alan Arkin, Kathy Bates, Robert Duvall

Open in theaters everywhere today

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com • Friday, November 2, 2007

Jerry Seinfeld makes his big-screen writing debut in this comedy about all things honey

COURTESY OF DREAMWORKS ANIMATION

Mooseblood, voiced by Chris Rock, and Barry B. Benson, voiced by Jerry Seinfeld appear in BEE MOVIE.

WILL GOSPE

After nine seasons of the eponymous sitcom, Seinfeld, comedian Jerry Seinfeld decided to do something different: a cartoon.

"I was interested in playing with this technology of CGI," said Seinfeld in a conference call last month. "It just looked like fun, and I thought it would be an interesting way to try to do comedy for me - as a different way."

A project almost nine years in the making, BEE MOVIE plays like everything you'd expect from a feature starring Seinfeld as a bee: a compendium of bee-related puns no one realized they never needed, several celebrity cameos, some admittedly amusing adult-minded humor whooshing over the heads of the younger ones, a good-hearted message for the kids and animation often gorgeous enough for all ages.

"It wasn't a transition for me in terms of comedy, but it was more learning the technology and how that works and learning to speak the language of animation," Seinfeld said. "It took me a couple years to learn how this whole system works. So it was a long process of learning that, but as far as the comedy, that wasn't an adjustment for me. I do the same kind of things and writing that I did for the TV show or in my stand-up. I think the movie has the same kind of tone."

Despite being credited to co-directors Steve Hickner and Simon J. Smith, it's difficult to deny that this seems like Seinfeld's project for the most part.

"I get to participate quite a bit," he said. "I don't think there's anything in the movie that I wasn't involved with from the script to the character design, to the editing, to the music, to the props, to the lighting, to the city and the sound of the cars. I mean, I got into everything just because someone's got to do it. It's like a ship and someone's got to be the captain ... And even if it's wrong, someone's got to be the one who cranks the wheel. So that was me."

However, the prospect of animation often absolved any challenges the cast and crew encountered.

"That was kind of the fun of working in this medium, is you try to get these characters that have a very funny look to them to act the way I would have done it myself," Seinfeld said.
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"I get to participate quite a bit," he said. "I don't think there's anything in the movie that I wasn't involved with from the script to the character design, to the editing, to the music, to the props, to the lighting, to the city and the sound of the cars. I mean, I got into everything just because someone's got to do it. It's like a ship and someone's got to be the captain ... And even if it's wrong, someone's got to be the one who cranks the wheel. So that was me."

However, the prospect of animation often absolved any challenges the cast and crew encountered.

"That was kind of the fun of working in this medium, is you try to get these characters that have a very funny look to them to act the way I would have done it myself."

"It was very challenging and very interesting to work with the animators and try to create acting, but you also can get these characters to do things that a human
AMANDA K. SHEAPID
Staff Writer

Central Florida is home to some of the most creative people in the state. The various colleges, multimedia companies and tourist attractions make this region a nurturing pot for all things cultural. Sometimes talented artists manage to slink by without anyone noticing.

For a band like Plain Jane Automobile, the idea of remaining undiscovered slipped farther and farther away with each performance. Since releasing their first track, the band has received massive amounts of attention for their music. A spotlight has been set on the indie rockers, but it’s all uphill from here.

If you think you might have heard these guys around town, you’re probably right. While the band is native to Orlando, the sounds made by these musicians are arena-ready. Often compared to the vocal styling of Bono and Coldplay’s Chris Martin, streamlined Dodge Center delivers personal lyrics with palpable charisma.

The self-titled EP barely scratches the surface of what the Plain Jane boys bring to a live act, but their release is a potential that contemporary indie rock can possess.

"Close My Eyes" has already made its way onto ESPN's Rock 'n' Roll FM's rotation, proving that these locales are in high demand. The EP shines, with "Blue Jeans" showcasing the idea that singing in a higher register is not a talent reserved only for the ladies.

Cordero's vocal range has impressive commercial appeal, blending his echoed vibrato with infectious melodies. Plain Jane Automobile is a local quartet of hardworking musicians who have currently made the Plain Jane name a household name.

The band has kept busy by avoiding its time between spreading its sound as classy listeners as possible and keeping fans up to date on the progress of its studio time. According to their MySpace, Plain Jane Automobile is working on a full-length album.

The guys are no strangers to success. They have played alongside artists like OK Go, Mate Math and Stereophonics. And back in May, Plain Jane Automobile helped cement the success of the Florida Music Festival when they rocked out in front of energetic fans.

Aside from the release of their EP, the band has also been featured on the Supercold World Champion sound track and has made their way onto various Florida Times Union's events.

So, what’s next for the Central Florida natives? Only time will tell, but one thing is certain: Plain Jane Automobile is on the move and will keep fans up to date so they can travel alongside its successes.

For more information on Plain Jane Automobile, visit the band’s MySpace at www.myspace.com/plainjaneautomobile.

Send questions, comments and album suggestions to: AmandaKSheapid@orlandosentinel.com

---

Plain Jane Automobile soaring to new heights with EP

The movie took almost nine years to create. Want to see something funny, and in a club behind. Seinfeld's records the voice of Barry B. Benson, the protagonist of Bee Movie. Jerry Seinfeld said, "We've played it for everyone, but in the movie, they can do it. So we're excited about it."
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GALAXY JAI-ALAI and Race Book

CENTRAL FLORIDA'S PREMIER SIMULCAST FACILITY - OPEN DAILY & NIGHTLY YEAR-ROUND FOR THOROUGHBRED, HARNESS & JAI-ALAI SIMULCASTING! LIVE JAI-ALAI RETURNS IN JANUARY!

College Students Always Free

WHY 17-18 & 406 CALL (407) 398-8221

www.orsalutelife.com

THE TUBE

 Satan Friday, 9 p.m. NBC Chuck Taylor returns to melted, but not all that interesting, franchise. For the couch to make the return, and it seems like that little was the case.

SATURDAY, NOV. 1

9 p.m. NBC Chuck Taylor is back with another girl, and it’s being a softer side. This show is pretty funny. We had a crush on Chuck Taylor back in May, and he’s more like the original Chuck Taylor on a Saturday night.

SUNDAY, NOV. 2

9 p.m. NBC Curb Your Enthusiasm The finest moment, national sports and medical numbers from the show’s first 150 episodes. This episode will be followed by a new series, and it turns out that Steve may finally kill Lisa’s boyfriend (Episode 151).

The Next Cersei

6:30 p.m. HBO Cinemax One of the most interesting stories of our time. It seems like the show is eventually going to become one with the whole “how best to destroy JFK, let JFK工作岗位玩玩, why it’s right” thing.

TUESDAY, NOV. 4

6 p.m. Bravo Beauty and the Dark Two Seattle girls pick to launch a blog. They are expected to perform in a single blog-off between one of the newest and one of the poures, based on a really attractive girl posting a really witty blog.

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 5

9 p.m. CW Scrapbook "Chuck" continues to make our favorite comic to make his father proud. If you haven’t seen this show, you’re getting a really old-time telling stories.

THURSDAY, NOV. 6

9 p.m. NBC The OC You have one of the world’s finest detective cases to make the other power grab. If you haven’t seen this show, you’d get a really old-time telling stories.

FRIDAY, NOV. 7

9 p.m. NBC Wanda Before the world’s finest detective case ever really got away, when their时限 past, their detectives neither love, nor with the start off on the track. Sounds like Wanda is going to be the best impressions of Steve Gyllen, we’re not sure.

BILLBOARD

TOP 5 ALBUMS:

Arista / Jive Label

1) Carrie Underwood / Carnival Ride / Arista
2) Rob Plant and Allison Krauss / Raising Sand / Rounder
3) Gary Allan / Living Red / RCA Nashville
4) Jetty Tankard / Last Dead / Warner Bros.
5) Josh Groban / Noel / Reprise

FROM COMEDY CENTRAL

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 2 AT 8PM

Tickets on Sale Now

In Stores Now

SIMULCASTS

SUNDAY NOVEMBER 1st

TICKET VOUCHERS AVAILABLE AT 1-800-852-6463

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 2 AT 8PM

Shemekia Copeland After Dr. Dre's recent departure from Interscope Records, it has been rumored that the label was considering debuting a number of new acts. However, after Copeland's recent performance, the label may be reconsidering its plans.

NEW CD

Jive Records

2500 W. Alton Ave.

Mt. Prospect, IL 60056

www.jiveres.com

For more information, visit www.simulcast.com

Send questions, comments and album suggestions to: AmandaKSheapid@orlandosentinel.com

---
Costumes invade campus

College goes by pretty quickly, but before we official­ly grow up, we can still have some fun while we are stu­dents.

And there's no better way to show off your inner kid than with a Halloween costume.

Many students, including 18-year-old Josh Perlstein, per­vent, into the holiday style by dress­ing up on or around Wednes­days.

The freshman mechanical engineering major dressed up as a cow. Perlstein said he found his costume at a garage sale for a cheap price.

"I love cows," Perlstein said.

Perlstein said he had not set plans for Halloween but that he would use his costume all day anyway.

Another festive student was Maria Pecoraro, a 22-year-­old senior political science major. She dressed up as a witch because she has three old senior political science

"I made [my costume] myself out of various clothes I had," Pecoraro said. "I bought a hat and some shoes." She said she wanted to be a witch because they are black cats named L.O. and Gingersnaps and thought it was funny.

"I go trick-or-treating every year, but I never dress up," said Bria Hume, a history major. "This year, I will be a mermaid because the costume is anima­tional." She said she would be wearing a mermaid tail and a hat.

"I dressed up as a core because I love them," said Elana Greenberg, a 21-year-old senior international relations major.

"I found my costume at a garage sale, it was a core," Greenberg said. "I was looking for something that I could wear to the dance and also be comfortable." She said she was excited to wear the costume because she loves the song "Cows." "It's a fun party," Greenberg said.

"I dressed up as a cow because I love them," said Elana Greenberg, a 21-year-old senior international relations major.

"I found my costume at a garage sale, it was a cow," Greenberg said. "I was looking for something that I could wear to the dance and also be comfortable." She said she was excited to wear the costume because she loves the song "Cows." "It's a fun party," Greenberg said.
DANE COOK
ROUGH AROUND THE EDGES: THE TOUR

ON SALE NOW!

"Cook is a superstar." -Forbes
"There is only one star. His name is Dane Cook" -NY TIMES
"Comedy's breakthrough star." -Rolling Stone

Dane Cook's new CD/DVD
Rough Around the Edges Live from Madison Square Garden
is available in stores on Tuesday Nov 13th
DANECOOK.com

NOVEMBER 14
Amway ARENA

UCF CONSERVATORY THEATRE
BLACK BOX THEATRE
NOV 8-11 & 15-18
407-823-1500 www.ucftheatretickets.com

THE PIANO LESSON
DIRECTED BY DE BOYD

SMARTCARD
NOW ACCEPTING PURSES 1 & 4

SNACK HOURS
BEER ONLY, DINNER - FRI, SAT 3-7 PM, TO 10 PM SUN
ALL SNACKS ARE 10% OFF ThRU THU

DOUGH RaiserS
EARN MONEY FOR YOUR SCHOOL, SPORTS TEAM OR ANY OTHER NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION. CALL US TONIGHT

DOUBLE DEAL
TWO REGULAR SIZE DEEP DISH PIZZAS AT ONE GREAT PRICE!

Uno Chicago Grill
EST. 1940

TICKETS AVAILABLE BY CALLING THE TICKETMASTER OR THE HARD ROCK LIVE BOX OFFICE AT (407) 839-LIVE
Grape Juice Antioxidant Study

**BACKGROUND:**
- **Aim:** To investigate the antioxidant properties of grape juice.
- **Hypothesis:** Grape juice contains potent antioxidants that could benefit health.

**Objective:**
- To determine the total polyphenol content of grape juice.
- To assess the antioxidant activity using DPPH and ABTS radical scavenging assays.

**Materials and Methods:**
- **Grape juice samples:** Freshly extracted from local vineyards.
- **DPPH and ABTS assays:** Standard protocols for radical scavenging activity.
- **Statistical analysis:** One-way ANOVA followed by Tukey's multiple comparison test.

**Results:**
- Significant increase in antioxidant capacity compared to control.
- Total phenol content was found to be 230 mg GAE/L.

**Conclusion:**
- Grape juice is a rich source of antioxidants.

**Implications:**
- Antioxidant-rich beverages could be developed for health benefits.

**Acknowledgments:**
- Funding from the Department of Nutrition.
- Thanks to the local farmers for specimen donation.
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For more information please call 407-303-4544.
OPENS TODAY
CONSULT THEATRE DIRECTORIES AND LISTINGS FOR SHOWTIMES

Rock the Juke.

Get your favorite tunes — with the flick of your wrist.

It's the Juke by Samsung, and it's now from Verizon Wireless.

Show off your music in style, thanks to the swing-open design.

Plus, pack in hundreds of your favorite songs.

The Verizon Wireless Juke by Samsung

- Includes wired stereo headset and USB cable
- GPS navigation capable
- Available in blue, teal and red

Visit your local Verizon Wireless Communications Store to take advantage of these exclusive offers.

Visit www.verizonwireless.com or call 1.800.NETWORK

verizonwireless